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ISSUE
This report provides key accomplishments and technological activities since the
last update in July 2017 to further the goal of improving the customer experience.
As no new projects were initiated during this quarter, this report provides a status
on major customer experience related technology projects currently in progress
as well as brief highlights of early research and planning efforts for future
projects.
DISCUSSION
The following is a summary of progress on customer focused activities for the
referenced period.

1. Connected Buses - public Wi-Fi initiated
The Connected Buses project is an enterprise scale project to provide cellularWi-Fi communications to Metro's entire 2200+ bus fleet. The potential benefits of
the project are long term and far reaching and will allow for the implementation of
many new innovative and state-of-art technologies including but not limited to:
• Public Wi-Fi for passengers
• Real-time data improvements
• Predictive and proactive vehicle maintenance
• Safer travel

• Real-time TAP transactions
• Real-time vehicle monitoring
• Marketing/advertising opportunities
The project is planned to ultimately expand to include rail services as well.
PROJECT UPDATE:
On August 28, a soft launch of public Wi-Fi was activated on 150 Metro buses
which represent just 7% of the Metro fleet. The Wi-Fi buses are assigned to
different routes and bus runs daily. Consequently, no associated marketing
campaign was implemented at this early phase to minimize customer
expectations while the probability of accessing a Wi-Fi bus is still very low.
During this early phase of the implementation, Metro IT performs daily
comprehensive testing of the mobile network, associated applications and
security video. Network bandwidth is monitored along with customer requests
and usage. Real-time global positioning (GPS) data is collected every five
seconds for each vehicle and made available to the NextBus application for
improved location accuracy.
"Free Metro Wi-Fi" decals have been affixed to the inside of the passenger
compartments to alert passengers of Wi-Fi availability. Customers simply click
on the matching network identifier on their smart phones and are immediately
connected to the bus's onboard app. The onboard app displays a live map of
the current location along with the next three stops and updates every five
seconds. Buttons are provided for accessing real-time assistance via Live Chat
with Metro Customer Care Representatives and for activating the onboard
security cameras in the Metro Security Center should a customer onboard need
emergency assistance.
Early comments via social media channels are positive. While the number of
average daily users is expectedly low at this early phase, customers who
have discovered the Wi-Fi are actively taking advantage of the service.
NEXT STEPS:
The next phase of the project is to move from a beta implementation to the
regular production version and will begin by quickly doubling the size of the
active Wi-Fi fleet. Responses to an RFP recently released for retrofitting
cellular Wi-Fi equipment on approximately 150 additional buses have been
received and evaluated. Contract award is pending. Once awarded, it will take
about 8 weeks to retrofit the buses on all Metro contracted services located
primarily in the South Bay / Mid-Cities area. Contract service vehicles were
chosen as the private contracting allows for more expeditious retrofitting.
Additionally, since all of the vehicles will be retrofitted, all bus runs on routes
under contract will have Wi-Fi and thus allow for a targeted marketing effort
and more meaningful analytics. "How to" brochures for the service will be
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distributed on the vehicles to assist customers not familiar with public Wi-Fi.
Surveys will be conducted via the onboard app and ridersh ip will be tracked to
determine any impact.
2. Digital Countdown Displays and Real-time Accuracy Improvements - ongoing
There are currently two real-time predictive algorithms in use by NextBus, the
contractor which currently provides real-time predictions used by Metro to
support nearly 900 countdown displays at stations and stops throughout the
county.
•

Bus algorithm - uses a data feed supplied by Metro which is created
on-the-fly using GPS coordinates from buses. As NextBus was the first
company to provide real-time predictions, this process is mature and
generally accurate. Accuracy is however, limited to Metro's older
polling rate of 3 minutes. The new cellular-Wi-Fi equipped buses poll
every 5 seconds for improved accuracy. A new data feed has been
created which injects this more accurate data to the NextBus
prediction engine for cellular-Wi-Fi equipped buses.

•

Rail algorithm - uses a data feed supplied by Metro which is created
on-the-fly using periodic location information from the rail supervisory
control and data acquisition (SCADA) system. SCADA was originally
designed for safety using sensors at control crossings and was never
intended for the continuous navigational tracking which GPS provides.
Consequently, this algorithm is not as mature as the GPS approach as
NextBus has only recently begun providing rail predictions using the
limited SCADA control point data. Nevertheless, IT technical staff has
been working with NextBus engineering to identify and remediate
several instances where the original algorithm failed. Some minor
improvements have recently been made but the SCADA solution is
quickly reaching a point of diminishing returns. Metro IT technical staff
and Rail Engineering have begun exploring the addition of full GPS
reporting to rail cars.

PROJECT UPDATE:
On August 30, 2017 NextBus announced a number of algorithmic and
program improvements to its customers for rea l-time predictions, a number of
which were directly related to collaboration with Metro staff in efforts to resolve
inaccuracies related to Metro bus and rail service. New features include:

•

Map improvements were made to assist in the identification of future
issues for resolution.

•

Departure prediction logic was modified to enable smarter handling
of leader buses unable to update their last location. Called 'keep
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alive," the improvement helps the downstream predictions for
vehicles directly following a bus unable to post its latest location.
• The ability to temporarily disable predictions at specific locations
when a service anomaly occurs and the regular schedule can no
longer be counted on as a 'base' for comparative predicting. This
feature is specifically targeted at locations where digital signage is
located and incorrect data for a time period that would normally be
correct becomes very misleading to customers when an unplanned
event occurs (e.g. single tracking, bus bridge, etc.).
• A new change specifically targeted for the Metro Blue Line was
implemented which doubles the reporting rate and improves realtime accuracy.
3. Orange Line Speed and Safety Improvement Proiect - early design
phase

This pilot project, initiated by Metro Corporate Safety and supported by Metro
Operations and Metro Information Technology Services, proposes to reduce
travel time for the Orange Line by implementing software to communicate with
operators on a dynamic basis to direct them to adjust their speed such that
they can receive a green light at the upcoming intersection without having to
stop. The goal is to keep individual buses in green time bands. The potential
for speed improvement is nearly 10%.
The prime safety benefit would arise from smoother operation and fewer onboard falls.
There are also potential benefits for reduced fuel use and less maintenance.
The buses for the demonstration will be cellular-Wi-Fi equipped under the
Connected Buses project with 5-second polling rates for GPS data needed for
the traffic signal prioritization prediction algorithm to send travel speed
adjustment suggestions to the operator's digital display in order to maximize the
potential to intercept traffic signals while still green.
If successful, this technology could be applied to other lines for system-wide
saving and benefits as more buses become equipped with cellular-Wi-Fi.
PROJECT UPDATE:
Preliminary exploration of the bus electronics along with various potential
antenna locations have been tested and resolved.
NEXT STEPS:
In the October-November timeframe, the first cellular and Wi-Fi router will be
installed on an Orange Line bus.
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The installed router will log real-time data on the bus location along with the
ability to reach traffic signal servers for signal condition information. The traffic
signal prioritization prediction algorithm will process this data and notify the
operator to speed up or slow down to make a green light ahead and possibly
some signal timing adjustment may occur. The router will process the location
data every five seconds to attain th is goal. This should improve the schedule
efficiency on the Orange Line.
Once the pieces are in place, consultants hired by Safety will begin project
development.

4. Shake Alert System Expansion - new proiect
The Metro Risk Management and ITS departments are coordinating their
efforts to extend the earlier Shake Alert pilot project initiated by Rail
Engineering to all Metro facilities. Earthquake early warning systems are
increasingly relevant for Metro as it rapidly expands operational facilities and
rail infrastructure countywide in support of Measure M.
In addition to rail operator early warning, this implementation will provide early
warning alerts to the Gateway Bus Operations Center (BOC) for real-time
dissemination to bus operators via the Connected Bus cellular-Wi-Fi project to
signal slowdown and pull over while avoiding bridges and overpasses.
PROJECT UPDATE:
An implementation schedule for the project has been developed with
associated cost projections and an existing funding source has been identified.
The projected cost is relatively low due to the use of existing network
infrastructure and will require just under two years to complete access to all
Metro properties in the region. All Metro ra il facilities would be completed within
the first year.
NEXT STEPS:
A project manager has been assigned to the project and will develop the
scope of work requirements needed for the release of an RFP to procure
expertise for the high speed network design changes required to support the
system.

5.

Metro Open Trip Planner - recent updates

Metro Communications recently updated the new Trip Planner with nearly 2.9
million addresses from the latest LA County Census data which also includes
additional landmarks and intersections. This new data, combined with program
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improvements to the search engine is largely responsible for a recent 25%
increase in usage.
The Communications web and mobile team continues to innovate with the
latest web and mobile technologies in support of Metro Customers. A new
updated version of the Metro mobile app was implemented in summer 2017.
PROJECT UPDATE:
On August 29, 2017 Metro Communications released the newest version of the
Metro mobile app. The app takes full advantage of the new trip planner which is
now the main feature . The app is more intuitive, requ ires fewer steps to operate
and provides full mapping capabilities not available in prior versions.

The Regional Trip Planner which is currently an option for users who need
expanded service beyond LA County has also been updated utilizing the same
Open Trip Planner engine and is now the default version for regional travelers.
A link to the older version will remain active for another 90 days to allow users
time to acclimate.

NEXT STEPS:
Several minor user interface issues have been identified and are scheduled for
update by the end of October 2017. In order to expedite the earlier release date
- some of the data integration with the online trip planner was postponed. This
work is now underway and upon completion will streamline maintenance
activities for both planners and ensure synchronized itinerary responses.

6.

Metro Route Management System - completed

A new Route Management System used by Customer Relations supervisory
staff to maintain route, stop, schedule, map, and fare data for 70 regional
transit carriers has been completed and tested. The new system will replace a
much older version used for over a decade but no longer supported.
The system provides a map server for supporting GIS overlays of point, linear
features and polygons. Metro Real Estate is evaluating its use to satisfy their
property management needs as is Metro Security for use in monitoring the
performance of the new security contract between the Los Angeles Police
Department, Los Angeles County Sherriff and the Long Beach Police
Department.
PROJECT UPDATE:
Major updates were made to the address and intersection database for LA,
Ventura, Orange, Riverside and San Bernardino counties, bike lane/path data
for LA County was upgraded. A new version of map tiles for all zoom levels to
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better support mobile devices was introduced and was retrofitted to support the
new onboard Metro Wi-Fi app.
NEXT STEPS:
An RFP to lease commercial points of interest will be developed and released
to acquire map GIS data for all retail locations within 3/ 4 mile of bus stops and
train stations for carriers in the 5-county region. These locations will be codified
and displayed on applications which use the enterprise map such as the
regional trip planner, onboard bus W-Fi, and transit digital displays.

7. Subway Metro Rail System Cellular project. - on going
The entire Purple Line now has cellular coverage provided by Verizon , Sprint
and T-Mobile. AT&T recently entered into a contract to provide service and is
expected to have service available for the Purple Line later this fall.
PROJECT UPDATE:
The second major communications base station was constructed and outfitted
with infrastructure equipment needed to support the carriers in providing
cellular service between WilshireNermont and Vermont/Sunset on the Red
Line.
NEXT STEPS:
The next phase between WilshireNermont and Vermont/Sunset stations is now
planned for service in the November 2017 timeframe.
The final installation phase between Vermont/Sunset and North Hollywood
Stations is anticipated to be complete early in 2018.
T-Mobile and AT&T have not entered into a contract with lnSite Wireless for
Phase 3 (Vermont/Sunset to North Hollywood) yet. Negotiations are on-going.
8. NextTrip Bus Arrival Electronic Signage Project - project status
The NexTrip e-signage project will implement approximately 300 real-time
digital displays at existing shelters throughout the Metro service area. These
signs display stop-specific information: real-time arrival information for Metro
and other municipal operators that operate at these stops, date/ time
information, and stop/ route/ system-wide messages. The new signs will also
have Push-to-Talk (PTT) technology, allowing the arrival times to be audibly
played over a nearby speaker; making this information ADA accessible for the
visually impaired.
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Approximately one-third of the e-sign installations will be solar powered to
help expand Metro's sustainability footprint and provide a lower cost
installation solution where access to commercial power is limited.
Currently, programming changes required for supporting the latest model esigns and PTI devices were completed and readied for testin~ at the first
1
three test sites. The sites chosen (Spring/Cesar Chavez, 6 /Hope, and
BroadwayNenice) are representative of the three site types required by the
project:
- Hardwired adjacent 24/7 power
- Solar powered
- Rapid Bus Line Shelter installations
A special ADA braille faceplate has been designed and approved to assist the
visually impaired in the use of the PTI units.
The first group of 75 e-sign locations is scheduled for activation by the end of
October 2017. The project contractor, Syncromatics, continues to seek ways to
expedite the project. To this end, they are reaching out to the City of Los Angeles
in an attempt to create a master installation agreement for updating the shelters
in order to avoid the need for re-permitting every location individually.
The remaining 225 e-signs will be implemented at a rate of approximately 25 per
month for completion by early summer of 2018.
PROJECT UPDATE:
th

On September 12, 2017 two test stops located at 6 /Hope and Broadway/5th
went live and currently provide live real-time data for all carriers and routes at
those locations. Testing is on-going.
NEXT STEPS:

By the end of October 2017, 25 additional signs will be installed with 40
additional signs scheduled for the end of November. By the end of December
the project will revert to the original schedule of 25 signs per month. A scope of
work for a future RFP to acquire an Enterprise Electronic Digital Display
Management System will be drafted and distributed to Rail Operations,
Communications and IT staff for review and collaboration. The intent of the
system is to consolidate all future display systems into a single manageable
project allowing for easier and more responsive maintenance, along with more
accurate and consistent messaging.
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